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Answers 

Digital platforms and the 
implications of network 
externalities 
Jon Guest 

This resource provides answers to the questions posed in the article on digital platforms, 
featured in the November 2021 issue of ECONOMIC REVIEW. 

Question 1 
List some digital platforms in other markets that help to facilitate trade between different 
groups and outline who are the users on each side of the market. 

 
See table below. 

 

Users Digital platforms Users 

Businesses that have online 
discrete tasks they want to 
outsource 

Amazon Mechanical Turk Workers willing to do online 
discrete tasks 

Pubs, restaurants, coffee 
shops 

Round Customers looking to order 
food and drink. 

Car-park owners Ringgo Drivers who want to park 

Travellers Expedia/Booking.com Hotels/airlines/rental cars 

Game players PlayStation Network/Xbox 
Game Pass/Nintendo Switch 
Online/Steam 

Game publishers/developers 

The audience for TV shows Netflix/Amazon Prime Content providers 

Users who want to watch short 
videos 

TikTok Content (short video) creators 
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Question 2 
In many cases, platforms subsidise their services to users on one side of the market so they 
can use them free of charge. Draw a diagram similar to Figure 5 to explain why this can be a 
profit-maximising pricing strategy. 

The left-hand side of the figure below illustrates consumer demand to use a search engine (𝐷!") while 

the right-hand side illustrates the demand from businesses to advertise on the search engine (𝐷!#). If 

there were no cross-market externalities, the search engine would maximise its profits by pricing each 

of the sides of the markets individually. Therefore, each price will depend upon the elasticity of 

demand and marginal costs on that particular side of the market. The search engine will charge users 

𝑃!" for access to its services and make 𝑄!" sales (i.e. where 𝑀𝐶" = 𝑀𝑅!" at point c). The economic 

profit from this side of the market is area 𝑃!",b, c, e. The search engine will charge businesses 𝑃!# to 

advertise, making 𝑄!# sales (i.e. where 𝑀𝐶# = 𝑀𝑅!# at point i). The economic profit from this side of the 

market is equal to area 𝑃!# h, i, j.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, indirect network externalities are likely to be significant in this market. The demand from 

businesses to advertise on the search engine will depend heavily on the number of consumers who 

use the search engine. If the number of users is low, then advertising will result in few extra sales and 

generate little revenue. 

 

If the search engine does not charge users then the price falls from 𝑃!" to 0, and demand rises from 𝑄!" 

to 𝑄$". The search engine is subsidising users, and makes a loss equal to area e, c, 𝑄!", 0. However, 

the presence of these extra users means that businesses are willing to pay higher prices to advertise 

 
Figure 5 
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on the search engine. Demand rises from 𝐷!# to 𝐷$# and the profit maximising price rises from 𝑃!# to 

𝑃$#. If the extra profit the search engine makes from this increase in advertising (𝑃$#, l, m, j – 𝑃!#, h, i, j) 

outweighs the fall in profits (plus the losses) from users, then it is optimal for the search engine to 

follow this pricing strategy. This is typical of the uneven pricing patterns that we see in this market.  

 

Question 3 
What factors make it more likely for users on one side of a market to multi-home? 

• The monetary and non-monetary costs of joining a platform. The lower the fee and/or the less 
time/effort it takes to use a platform, the more likely people are to multi-home.  

• The level of differentiation between the services offered by the platform. For example, 
consumers are more likely to sign up to more than one streaming service when they offer 
different series, films, documentaries etc. 

• If users on one side of the market (i.e. sellers) tend to single-home then users on the other 
side of the market (i.e. buyers) have a greater incentive to multi-home to gain access to more 
potential matches. 


